In this note I prove a similar result for the canonical products of order p and genus p -p -1, and discuss whether the result can be extended to integral functions which are not canonical products. The main result is the following. 
THEOREM 2. If f{z) is a canonical product of integral order p and genus p=p -l then
log M(r, f) (3) lim inf - ^-^ = 0 r=oe n(r f f)$(r)
. Suppose that the real functions yp{x) and d(x) satisfy the following conditions :
(
1) \f/(x) is continuous in (S, oo ) where ö > 0, except for isolated points where )p(x) has ordinary left-hand discontinuities.
2) \p(x) is non-increasing as x^è increases in any interval between two consecutive discontinuities. (3) 6{x) is a positive continuous increasing f unction f or x^ô. \j/(x)
Then we can find a sequence {x n } of values of x tending to oo such that the two inequalities
The x n are points of discontinuity so that ${x n ) =^(ff n +0) and Xi is the first point of discontinuity in (ô, oo).
The proof is similar to that of Lemma 2 of my paper referred to above, and is based on the following lemma of Pólya. To prove Theorem 2 we first consider the case when
We have
for an infinity of values r = R n tending to oo and so Thus for R>xi,
n(R)HR))} (A 2 n(R)$(R) )
Hence . r log If(r,y) ^ , ,. , £ I{rJ) (6) lim inf ^ ^4 hm mf = 0 r =oo n(r y f) $(r) r=«> n(r y f)$(f) and this completes the proof of the theorem.
is of integral order p and genus
It is easily seen that p=p -l, qSp -1 and (8) log J£(r, F) < 4 {f-1 + log r) + log Jf (r, ƒ).
If n(r t f)$(r) lim sup > 0 r=00^ rP +i then R n being defined in (5.1),
and hence from (6) the required result follows. The condition (4) on <£(#) is sufficient but not necessary 3 for (3) and (7) to hold. The condition (4.1) is also not necessary for we can take <£(#) to be any function
of the logarithmic comparison scale, and hence any function for which
We can take $(x) to be any positive L function 4 which satisfies (4) but we cannot take $(x) (or <f> (x) 
Consider for instance
The functions ƒ 1(3) and/ 2 (0) are canonical products of order 1. The genus of ƒ 1(2) is 0, and of f 2 (z) is 1. For each of them we have
In what follows we shall take <j>(x) to be a positive L function satisfying the condition (2).
Suppose now F(z) is of integral order p. There are f our possibilities :
(1) pi < p, p S pu q = Pi (2) Pi = p = p, q ^ p, (3) pi = q = p, £ = p -1, (4) Pl = p, q < p, p = p -1.
Combining the above results we have in cases (2) and (4) log Mir, F) (9) lim inf -= 0. r =oo n(r,F)<j)(r) In cases (1) and (3), (9) does not hold. 5 For functions of fractional order and zero order 6 it certainly holds. In particular (9) is true for any canonical product of finite order; it also holds f or f unctions of maximum or minimum type, order p.
It is known that if F(z) is of integral order p, then
